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Abstract. In this paper we want to further investigate the usage of
matrices as a representation of relations within arbitrary heterogeneous
relation algebras. First, we want to show that splittings do exist in ma-
trix algebras assuming that the underlying algebra of the coe!cients
provides this operation. Second, we want to outline an implementation
of matrix algebras using reduced ordered multi-valued decision diagrams.
This implementation combines the e!ciency of operations based on those
data structures with the general matrix approach to arbitrary relation
algebras.

1 Introduction

Relation algebras, and category of relations, in particular, have been extremely
useful as a formal system in various areas of mathematics and computer science.
Applications range from logic [14, 19], fuzzy relations [24], program development
[6], program semantics [15, 25], and graph theory [3, 15] to social choice theory
[5]1. Visualizing relations and computing expression in the language of relations
can be very helpful while working within abstract theory. The RelView system
[2] was developed for exactly this purpose. The system visualizes relations as
Boolean matrices. Internally it uses reduced ordered binary decision diagrams
(ROBDDs) in order to provide very e!cient implementations of the operations
on relations.

The RelView system is based on the standard model of relation algebras, i.e.,
Boolean matrices or, equivalently, sets of pairs. Therefore, this system cannot
visualize computations in non-standard models of the abstract theory of het-
erogeneous relations. This is particularly important if one considers properties
that are true in the standard model but not in all models. An example of such a
property is given by the composition of two (heterogeneous) universal relations,
i.e., two relations that relate every pair of elements between di"erent sets. In the

! The author gratefully acknowledges support from the Natural Sciences and Engi-
neering Research Council of Canada.

1 This list of topics, papers, and books is not meant to be exhaustive. It is supposed
to serve as starting point for further research.



standard model one will always obtain the universal relation, while this might
not be the case in some non-standard models. Another example is given by the
relationship between the power set of a disjoint union of two sets A and B and
the product of the power set of A and the power set of B. In the standard model
both constructions lead to isomorphic objects, while this might not be the case
in certain non-standard models.

In [21, 22] it has been shown that relations from arbitrary relation algebras
can be represented by matrices. Instead of the Boolean values one has to deal
with more general coe!cients. As a consequence one obtains that all standard
operations on relations correspond to known matrix operations. In this paper
we want to extend the general matrix approach to additional operations within
relation algebras such as splittings and relational powers. It has been shown
by multiple examples [4] that splittings are an important construction in the
application of relational methods. Having this construction available shows once
more that it is su!cient to use matrices as a representation for arbitrary relation
algebras. Furthermore, we want to outline an implementation of matrix algebras
using reduced ordered multi-valued decision diagrams. Since this implementation
uses a similar data structure than RelView it combines an e!cient computation
of the operations on relations with the general matrix approach for arbitrary
relation algebras.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall
the basic theory of heterogeneous relation algebras. After recalling the pseudo-
representation theorem using matrices we will show in Section 3 that splittings
in matrix algebras do exist if the underlying algebra of the coe!cients provides
this kind of operation. Finally, we will outline the implementation of matrix
algebras using multi-valued decision diagrams in Section 4.

2 Heterogeneous Relation Algebras

In this section we recall some fundamentals on heterogeneous relation algebras.
Heterogeneous relation algebras are a categorical version of Tarski’s relation
algebras with the additional requirements that the underlying Boolean algebras
are complete and atomic. For further details we refer to [10, 15, 17].

We will denote the collection of objects and the collection of morphisms of
a category C by ObjC and MorC , respectively. Composition is written as “;”,
which has to be read from left to right, i.e., f ; g means “f first, then g”. For a
morphism f in a category C with source A and target B we use f ! C[A,B] and
f : A " B interchangeably. Finally, the identity morphism in C[A,A] is denoted
by IA.

Definition 1. A (heterogeneous abstract) relation algebra is a locally small cat-
egory R. The morphisms are usually called relations. In addition, there is a
totally defined unary operation !

AB : R[A,B] #" R[B,A] between the sets of
morphisms, called conversion. The operations satisfy the following rules:



1. Every set R[A,B] carries the structure of a complete atomic Boolean algebra
with operations $AB ,%AB , AB, zero element &&AB, universal element ''AB,
and inclusion ordering (AB.

2. The Schröder equivalences

Q;R (AC S )* Q!;S (BC R )* S;R! (AB Q

hold for relations Q : A " B,R : B " C and S : A " C.

As usual we omit all indices of elements and operations for brevity if they
are not important or clear from the context.

The standard example of a relation algebra is the category Rel of sets and
binary relations, i.e., sets of ordered pairs, with the usual operations. We will
use this example frequently in order to motivate or illustrate definitions and
properties of relations. Notice that those relations can also be represented by
Boolean matrices as shown in [15–17] and the RelView system [2].

In the following lemma we have summarized several standard properties of
relations. We will use them as well as other basic properties such as I!A = IA
throughout this paper without mentioning. Proof can be found in any of the
following [10, 15–17].

Lemma 1. Let R be a relation algebra and Q : A " B, R,R1, R2 : B " C and
S : A " C be relations. Then we have:

1. Q; (R1 %R2) ( Q;R1 %Q;S2,
2. Q;R % S ( (Q % S;R!); (R %Q!;S) (Dedekind formula),
3. Q ( Q;Q!;Q.

The inclusion Q;X ( R for two relations Q : A " B and R : A " C has

a greatest solution Q\R = Q!;R in X called the right residual of Q and R.

Similarly, the inclusion Y ;S ( R has a greatest solution R/S = R;S! in Y
called the left residual of S and R. In Rel the two constructions are given by
the relations Q\R = {(x, y) | +z : (z, x) ! Q implies (z, y) ! R} and R/S =
{(z, u) | +y : (u, y) ! S implies (z, y) ! R}. Using both constructions together
we obtain the definition of a symmetric quotient syQ(Q,R) = Q\R % Q!/R!.
The characteristic property of the symmetric quotient can be stated as

X ( syQ(Q,R) )* Q;X ( R and X;R! ( Q!.

Notice that in Rel we have syQ(Q,R) = {(x, y) | +z : (z, x) ! Q i" (z, y) ! R}.
We define the notion of a homomorphism between relation algebras as usual,

i.e., as a functor that preserves the additional structure.

Definition 2. Let be R and S relation algebras and F : R " S a functor. Then
F is called a homomorphism between relation algebras i!

1. F (
i!I

Si) =
i!I

F (Si),



2. F (R) = F (R),

3. F (R!) = F (R)!,

hold for all relations R,Si with i ! I.

A pair of homomorphisms F : R " S, G : S " R is called an equivalence i"
F ,G and G,F are naturally isomorphic to the corresponding identity functors.

The relational description of disjoint unions of sets is the relational sum [17,
25]. This construction corresponds to the categorical product.

Definition 3. Let {Ai | i ! I} be a set of objects indexed by a set I. An object!
i!I

Ai together with relations !j ! R[Aj ,
!
i!I

Ai] for all j ! I is called a relational

sum of {Ai | i ! I} i! for all i, j ! I with i -= j the following holds

!i; !
!
i = IAi , !i; !

!
j = &&AiAj ,

"

i!I

!!i ; !i = I!
i!I

Ai
.

R has relational sums i! for every set of objects the relational sum does exist.

For a set of two objects {A,B} this definition corresponds to usual definition
of the relational sum. As known categorical products and hence relational sums
are unique up to isomorphism.

A partial equivalence relation " on a set A is an equivalence relation that does
not need to be totally defined. Algebraically, it satisfies "! = " (symmetric) and
";" = " (idempotent). Because of the defining properties partial equivalence
relations are also called symmetric idempotent relations, or sid’s for short.

Lemma 2. If ",# : A " A are partial equivalence relations so that ";# ( #,
then " %# is a partial equivalence relation with (" %#);" = " %#.

Proof. The relation " %# is symmetric since converse distributes over all oper-
ations in question. From ";# ( # we obtain ";# = "!;# ( # by using the
Schröder equivalences. This implies

(" %#); (" %#) ( "; (" %#)

( ";" % ";#

( " %#.

The converse inclusion is shown by

" %# = ";" %#
( (" %#;"!); (" % "!;#) Dedekind formula

= (" %#;"); (" %";#)

( (" %#); (" %#),



where the last inclusion follows from ";# ( # as shown above using converse.
Now, consider the following computation

(" %#);" ( ";" %#;"

( " %#, " idempotent and see above

" %# = ";" %# " idempotent

( (" %#;");" " symmetric

( (" %#);", see above

which shows the additional equation (" %#);" = " %#. %$

Given a partial equivalence relation " in Rel one can compute the set of all
equivalence classes whenever " is defined. This concept is called a splitting [10].

Definition 4. Let " ! R[A,A] be a partial equivalence relation. An object B
together with a relation $ ! R[B,A] is called a splitting of " i!

$;$! = IB , $!;$ = ".

A relation algebra has splittings i! for all partial equivalence relations a splitting
exists.

Notice that splittings are unique up to isomorphism. Furthermore, we may
distinguish two special cases of splittings. If " is also reflexive, i.e., an equivalence
relation, the splitting corresponds to the construction of the set of equivalence
classes. If " ( IA, then " corresponds to a subset of A. In this case the splitting
becomes the subobject induced by ".

The last construction we want to introduce in this section is the abstract
counterpart of a power set, called the relational power. The definition is based
on the fact that every relation R : A " B in Rel can be transformed into a
function fR : A " P(B) where P(B) denotes the power set of B.

Definition 5. Let R be a relation algebra. An object P(A), together with a
relation %A : A " P(A) is called a relational power of A i!

syQ(%A, %A) ( IP(A) and syQ(R, %A) is total

for all relations R : B " A. R has relational powers i! the relational power for
any object exists.

Notice that in the case of the relation algebra Rel and a relation R : A " B
the construction syQ(R!, %B) : A " P(B) is the function fR mentioned above.

For technical reasons we follow [10] and call an object B a pre-power of
A if there a relation T : A " B so that syQ(R, T ) is total for all relations
R : C " A, i.e., a relational power is a pre-power with the additional requirement
syQ(T, T ) ( I. If R has splittings, then we obtain a relational power of A from
a pre-power by splitting the equivalence relation syQ(T, T ). This fact indicates
once more that splittings are an important construction in the theory of relations.



3 Matrix Algebras

Given a heterogeneous relation algebraR, an algebra of matrices with coe!cients
from R may be defined.

Definition 6. Let R be a relation algebra. The algebra R+ of matrices with
coe"cients from R is defined by:

1. The class of objects of R+ is the collection of all functions from an arbitrary
set I to ObjR.

2. For every pair f : I " ObjR, g : J " ObjR of objects from R+, the set of
morphisms R+[f, g] is the set of all functions R : I . J " MorR so that
R(i, j) ! R[f(i), g(j)] holds.

3. For R ! R+[f, g] and S ! R+[g, h] composition is defined by

(R;S)(i, k) :=
"

j!J

R(i, j);S(j, k).

4. For R ! R+[f, g] conversion and negation are defined by

R!(j, i) := (R(i, j))!, R(i, j) := R(i, j).

5. For R,S ! R+[f, g] union and intersection are defined by

(R $ S)(i, j) := R(i, j) $ S(i, j), (R % S)(i, j) := R(i, j) % S(i, j).

6. The identity, zero and universal elements are defined by

If (i1, i2) :=
#
&& f(i1)f(i2) : i1 -= i2
If(i1) : i1 = i2,

&& fg(i, j) := && f(i)g(j), '' fg(i, j) := '' f(i)g(j).

Obviously, an object in R+ may be seen as a (in general non-finite) sequence
of objects from R, and a morphism in R+ may be seen as a (in general non-
finite) matrix indexed by objects from R. Notice that any Boolean algebra forms
a relation algebra if we define composition as the meet operation and converse is
the identity function. We obtain Boolean matrices in B+ if we choose the Boolean
algebra with two values B = {0, 1}. These matrices are a natural representation
of the relations in Rel.

The proof of the following result is an easy exercise and is, therefore, omitted.

Lemma 3. R+ is a relation algebra.

Furthermore, the possibility to build disjoint unions of arbitrary sets indexed
by a set gives us the following.

Theorem 1. R+ has relational sums.



Proof. A detailed proof can be found in [10]. We only want to recall how to
construct of the sum of a set {fi : Ji " ObjR | i ! I} of objects of R+ here.
Let J =

!
i!I

Ji " ObjR be the disjoint union of the sets Ji for i ! I. Then the

function h : J " ObjR defined by h(j) := fi(j) i" j ! Ji is also an object of
R+. Now, we define

!i(j1, j2) :=

#
&& fi(j1)h(j2) : j1 -= j2
If(j1) : j1 = j2.

An easy verification shows that the above definition gives us the required rela-
tional sum. %$

In addition to relational sums, matrix algebras also provide the essential part
of relational powers.

Theorem 2. If R is small, then R+ has pre-powers.

Proof. Again, a detailed proof can be found in [10]. We only want to recall how
to construct the pre-power of an object f : I " ObjR of R+. Since R is small,
the collection J = {(i, B,R) | i ! I and B ! ObjR and R : f(i) " B} is a
set, and, hence, the function g(i, B,R) = B is an object of R+. Now, define a
relation T : f " g by

T (i, (j, B,R)) =

#
R i" i = j,
&& f(i)B otherwise.

The object g together with the relation T constitutes a pre-power of f . %$

In [10] it was shown that every relation algebra R can be embedded into
an algebra Rsid that has splittings. Furthermore, if R has relational sums, so
does Rsid. As a special case we obtain that every matrix algebra can be em-
bedded into an algebra with splittings. However, this new algebra does not need
to be a matrix algebra again. Altogether, these constructions do not provide
any hint when the matrix algebra itself already provides splittings. Such a char-
acterization is important if we want to consider matrix algebras as a general
representation and/or visualization of relation algebras. We will come back to
this problem later in this section.

Following the notion used in algebra, we call an object A integral if there
are no zero divisors within the algebra R[A,A]. The class of integral objects will
define the basis of R.

Definition 7. An object A of a relation algebra R is called integral i! for all
Q,R ! R[A,A] the equation Q;R = &&AA implies Q = &&AA or R = &&AA. R is
called integral i! all objects of R are integral. The basis BR of R is defined as
the full subcategory given by the class of all integral objects.

As usual, we omit the index R in BR when its meaning is clear from the
context. Notice that the basis is normally a lot “smaller” than the original re-
lation algebra. In particular, if R has relational sums, then all objects in B are
irreducible objects with respect to the sum construction.



The following theorem was shown in [21, 22]. It can be seen as a pseudo-
representation theorem indicating that it is completely su!cient to consider
matrix algebras over integral relations algebras when considering the standard
operations on relations.

Theorem 3. Let R be a relation algebra with relational sums and subobjects
and B the basis of R. Then R and B+ are equivalent.

Since matrix algebras also provide relational sums (Theorem 1) and pre-
powers (Theorem 2), these algebras also cover both additional constructions. As
mentioned already above it has not been shown that we can perform splittings
in matrix algebras. In order to prove such a theorem we will use the following
conventions. Suppose M : f " f is a square matrix where f : I " ObjR is an
object of R+. The set I can be well-ordered by the axiom of the choice, and,
hence, is isomorphic to some ordinal number &. For simplicity we identify I and
& in the rest of this section and call M a matrix of size &. In addition, we will
denote by M" with ' / & the submatrix of M of size ', i.e., M" : f" " f"
with f"(() = f(() and M"((, )) = M((, )) for all (, ) / '. Obviously we have
M# = M and (M")$ = M$ for ( / ' / &.

The basic idea of splitting relations in matrix form is as follows. Each ele-
ment on the diagonal of a partial equivalence relation is itself a partial equiv-
alence relation. Those relations are not necessarily independent of each other.
The relation M(', () relates the two partial equivalence relations M(',') and
M((, (). If we split M(','), then we only have to split the remaining part of
M((, () that was not already covered by the splitting of M(','), i.e., the rela-
tion M((, () %M((,');M(', (). We will illustrate this process by an example
at the end of this section.

In order to establish a theorem about splittings in matrix algebras we first
need to prove some basic properties of partial equivalence relations in matrix
form.

Lemma 4. If M : f " f is a partial equivalence relation in R+ of size &, then
we have for all ', (, ) and relations R:

1. M(', ();M((, )) ( M(', )),
2. M(',');M(', () = M(', (),
3. M(', ();M((, ));R ( M(', ));R.

Proof. 1. This property follows immediately from

M(', ();M((, )) (
"

$"#

M(', ();M((, ))

= (M ;M)((, ))

= M((, )). M idempotent



2. Property (1) shows ’‘(”. We obtain the other inclusion from

M(', () ( M(', ();M(', ()!;M(', ()

= M(', ();M!((,');M(', ()

= M(', ();M((,');M(', () M symmetric

( M(',');M(', () by (1)

3. From (1) we obtain M((,');M(', ));R ( M((, ));R. This implies the as-
sertion because M is symmetric. %$

The next lemma allows a stepwise definition of partial equivalence relations
based on the diagonal elements of M .

Lemma 5. If M : f " f is a partial equivalence relation in R+ of size &, then
the relations

"" := M(',') %
$<"

M(', ();M((,')

for 1 / ' / & are partial equivalence relations.

Proof. Let us define #" : f(') " f(') for 1 / ' / & by

#" :=
"

$<"

M(', ();M((,').

First we want to show that #" is a partial equivalence relation. Symmetry is
trivial, and from the computation

#" ;#" = (
"

$<"

M(', ();M((,')); (
"

$"<"

M(', (#);M((#,'))

=
"

$,$"<"

M(', ();M((,');M(', (#);M((#,')

(
"

$,$"<"

M(', ();M((, (#);M((#,') Lemma 4(1)

(
"

$<"

M(', ();M((,') Lemma 4(1)

= #" ,

#" =
"

$<"

M(', ();M((,')

(
"

$<"

M(', ();M((,');M((,')!;M((,')



=
"

$<"

M(', ();M((,');M(', ();M((,') M symmetric

(
"

$,$"<"

M(', ();M((,');M(', (#);M((#,')

= (
"

$<"

M(', ();M((,')); (
"

$"<"

M(', (#);M((#,'))

= #" ;#"

we conclude that #" is also idempotent. From

M(',');#" =
"

$<"

M(',');M(', ();M((,')

=
"

$<"

M(', ();M((,') Lemma 4(2)

= #" .

and Lemma 2 we obtain that "" = M(',') % #" is also a partial equivalence
relation. %$

Our final lemma states some properties about the partial equivalence rela-
tions "" and their splittings.

Lemma 6. Let be M : f " f a partial equivalence relation in R+ of size
&, and Xi" for 1 / ' / & be the partial equivalence relations defined above.
Furthermore, suppose R" : A" " f(') splits "" in R. Then we have:

1. M((,');R!
" = && f($)A!

for all ( < '.

2. M(', ();"$ ;M((,') = M(', ();M((,') %
%<$

M(', ));M(),').

3.
$
$"%

M(', ();"$ ;M((,') =
$
$"%

M(', ();M((,') for all 1 / ) / '.

Proof. 1. This property follows immediately from

M((,');R!
"

= M((,');R!
" ;R" ;R

!
" R" ;R

!
" = IA!

= M((,');"" ;R
!
" R!

" ;R" = ""

( M((,'); (M(',') %M(', ();M((,')) ( < '

( M((,');M(',') %M((,');M(', ();M((,')

= M((,') %M((,');M(', ();M((,') Lemma 4(2)

( M((,') %M((,') Lemma 4(2),(3)

= && f($)A!
.



2. The following sequence of inclusions

M(', ();"$ ;M((,')

= M(', ();

%

&M((, () %
%<$

M((, ));M(), ()

'

( ;M((,')

( M(', ();M((, ();M((,') %
%<$

M(', ();M((, ));M(), ();M((,')

( M(', ();M((,') %
%<$

M(', ));M(), () Lemma 4(2),(3)

= M(', ();M((, ();M((,') %
%<$

M(', ));M(), () Lemma 4(2)

( M(', ();

%

&M((, ();M((,') %
%<$

M((,');M(', ));M(), ()

'

(

( M(', ();

%

&M((, () %
%<$

M((,');M(', ));M(), ();M(', ()

'

( ;M((,')

( M(', ();

%

&M((, () %
%<$

M((, ));M(), ()

'

( ;M((,') Lemma 4(3)

= M(', ();"$ ;M((,')

shows the second property.

3. This property is shown by transfinite induction on ). If ) = 1, then we
obtain M(', 1);"1;M(1,') = M(', 1);M(1, 1);M(1,') = M(', 1);M(1,')
from Lemma 4(2). Now, suppose ) = )# + 1. Then we have

"

$"%"+1

M(', ();"$ ;M((,')

= M(', )# + 1);"%"+1;M()# + 1,') $
"

$"%"

M(', ();"$ ;M((,')

= M(', )# + 1);"%"+1;M()# + 1,') $
"

$"%"

M(', ();M((,') Ind. hyp.

=

%

&M(', )# + 1);M()# + 1,') %
$<%"+1

M(', ();M((,')

'

( by (2)

$
"

$"%"

M(', ();M((,')



= M(', )# + 1);M()# + 1,') $
"

$"%"

M(', ();M((,')

=
"

$"%"+1

M(', ();M((,').

If ) is a limit ordinal, then we immediately compute

"

$"%

M(', ();"$ ;M((,')

= M(', ));"%;M(),') $
"

$<%

M(', ();"$ ;M((,')

= M(', ));"%;M(),') $
"

%"<%

"

$"%"

M(', ();"$ ;M((,')

=

%

&M(', ));M(),') %
$<%

M(', ();M((,')

'

( by (2)

$
"

%"<%

"

$"%"

M(', ();M((,') Ind. hyp.

=

%

&M(', ));M(),') %
$<%

M(', ();M((,')

'

( $
"

$<%

M(', ();M((,')

= M(', ));M(),') $
"

$<%

M(', ();M((,')

=
"

$"%

M(', ();M((,').

This completes the proof. %$

We are now ready to prove our main theorem of this section.

Theorem 4. Let R be relation algebra with splittings. Then R+ has splittings.

Proof. Let be M : f " f a partial equivalence relation in R+ of size &, and let
R" : A" " f(') be a splitting of "" in R. Now, and define g : & " ObjR and
N : g " f by

g(') = A" ,

N(', () =

#
R" ;M(', () i" ' / (,
&&A!f($) otherwise,



with ', ( / &. We have

(N ;N!)(', )) =
"

$"#

N(', ();N!((, ))

=
"

$"#

N(', ();N(), ()!

=
"

max(",%)"$"#

N(', ();N(), ()! Def. of N

=
"

max(",%)"$"#

R" ;M(', (); (R%;M(), ())!

=
"

max(",%)"$"#

R" ;M(', ();M((, ));R!
% M symmetric

= R" ;

%

&
"

max(",%)"$"#

M(', ();M((, ))

'

( ;R!
%

If ' -= ), then we obtain

R" ;

%

&
"

max(",%)"$"#

M(', ();M((, ))

'

( ;R!
%

( R" ;

%

&
"

$"#

M(', ();M((, ))

'

( ;R!
%

= R" ; (M ;M)(', ));R!
%

= R" ;M(', ));R!
% M idempotent

= &&A!A" ,

where the last equality follows from Lemma 6(1) since we have either ' < ) or
) < '. If ' = ), then we compute

R" ;

%

&
"

""$"#

M(', ();M((,')

'

( ;R!
"

= R" ;M(',');R!
" Lemma 2(1) for ( = ' and (2) otherwise

= R" ;R
!
" ;R" ;M(',');R!

" R" ;R
!
" = IA!

= R" ;"" ;M(',');R!
" R!

" ;R" = ""

= R" ;"" ;R
!
" Lemma 2

= R" ;R
!
" ;R" ;R

!
" R!

" ;R" = ""

= IA! ,



i.e., we have just shown that N ;N! = Ig. In order to verify that N!;N = M
consider

(N!;N)(', )) =
"

$"#

N!(', ();N((, ))

=
"

$"#

N((,')!;N((, ))

=
"

$"min(",$)

N((,')!;N((, )) Def. N

=
"

$"min(",$)

M(', ();R!
$ ;R$ ;M((, )) Def. N

=
"

$"min(",$)

M(', ();"$ ;M((, )).

We immediately obtain from Lemma 4(1)

M(', ();"$ ;M((, )) ( M(', ();M((, ();M((, )) ( M(', )),

and, hence, (N!;N)(', )) ( M(', )). For the converse inclusion assume ' / ).
Then we have

M(', ))

= M(',');M(', )) Lemma 4(2)

=
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$""
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( ;M(', )) Lemma 4(3) and (2) for ( = '
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$""
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( ;M(', )) Lemma 6(3)

=
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$""

M(', ();"$ ;M((,');M(', ))

(
"

$""

M(', ();"$ ;M((, )). Lemma 4(3)

The case ) / ' is shown analogously. This completes the proof. %$

We want to illustrate the previous theorem by an example. In this example
we use B-fuzzy relations where B is a Boolean algebra. This is a special case
of so-called L-fuzzy relations where L is a Heyting algebra. For further details
on these kind of fuzzy relations we refer to [24]. As already mentioned above
every Boolean algebra is also a relation algebra where composition is given by
the meet operation and converse is the identity. Let Babc be the Boolean algebra
with the three atoms a, b, c. We will denote arbitrary elements of Babc by the
sequence of atoms below that element, e.g., ab or bc or abc, or 0 for the least



element. In order to create a relation algebra based on Babc that has splittings
we need to consider also the Boolean algebras of all elements smaller or equal a
given element x of Babc. We will denote this Boolean algebra by Bx. Now, the
objects of the relation algebra are the Boolean algebras Bx for every x ! Babc,
and the morphisms between Bx and By are given by the Boolean algebra Bx$y,
where x0 y is the intersection of the two sets of atoms x and y. For our example
we consider the object [Babc, Babc, Babc, Babc] and following partial equivalence
relation in matrix form:

M =

%

))&

Babc Babc Babc Babc

Babc ab 0 b 0
Babc 0 ab 0 a
Babc b 0 bc 0
Babc 0 a 0 a

'

**(

Following the proof of the theorem above we obtain the following four partial
equivalence relations " : Babc " Babc.

"1 := ab,

"2 := ab % 0 % 0 = ab % abc = ab,

"3 := bc % b % b % 0 % 0 = bc % ac % abc = c,

"4 := a % 0 % 0 % a % a % 0 % 0 = a % abc % bc % abc = 0.

The splittings for each of those relations is given by

R1 = R2 := ab : Bab " Babc, R3 := c : Bc " Babc, R4 := 0 : B0 " Babc.

Notice that the source object of each of those relations is di"erent from Babc.
We obtain the matric N as:

N =

%

))&

Babc Babc Babc Babc

Bab ab 0 b 0
Bab 0 ab 0 a
Bc 0 0 c 0
B0 0 0 0 0

'

**(

An easy computation shows that N indeed splits M . Moreover, since B0 is the
trivial Boolean algebra with 0 = 1 the last row of the matrix can actually be
dropped from N . In the abstract language of relation algebras this corresponds
to move from an object A+ 0 to A where 0 is a null object, i.e., an object that
is neutral (up to isomorphism) with respect to the relational sum.

4 Matrix algebras and Multi-valued Decision Diagrams

In this section we want to introduce multi-valued Decision Diagrams (MDDs)
and how they can be used to implement heterogeneous relation using the matrix



algebra approach. Decision diagrams are one of the contemporary symbolic data
structures used to represent logic functions. A multiple-valued decision diagram
is a natural extension of reduced ordered decision diagrams (ROBDD) [8] to the
multi-valued case. MDDs are considered to be more e!cient, and they perform
better than ROBDDs with respect to memory size and path length [12].

Let V be a set of finite size r. An r-valued function f is a function mapping V n

for some n to V . We will identify the n input values of f using a set of variables
X = {x0, x1, ..., xn}. Each xi as well as f(X) is r-valued, i.e., it represents an
element from V . The function f can be represented by a multi-valued decision
diagram. Such a decision diagram is directed acyclic graph (DAG) with up to
r terminal nodes each labeled by a distinct value from V . Every non-terminal
node is labeled by an input variable xi and has r outgoing edges [11].

An MDD is ordered (OMDD) if there is an order on the set of variables X
so that for every path from the root to a leave node all variables appear in that
order. Furthermore, a MDD is called reduced if the graph does not contain iso-
morphic subgraphs and no nodes for which all r children are isomorphic. A MDD
that is ordered and reduced is called a reduced ordered multi-valued decision dia-
gram (ROMDD). Both ROBDDs and ROMDDs have widely been studied. Most
of the techniques used when implementing a package for the creation and ma-
nipulation of ROMDDs are those already known from the binary case. These
techniques includes edge negation, adjacent level interchange, operator nodes
and logical operation [13].

MDDs are usually traversed in one of the following three ways:

1. A depth-first traversal starting at the top node and moving along the edges
from each node to the descendants or child nodes. This technique is a very
well-known conventional graph traversal.

2. ROMDDs can be traversed horizontally by moving from one node to another
of all nodes labeled by the same variable. This corresponds to a specific
breath-first traversal.

3. ROMDDs can also be traversed by applying both techniques described above
at the same time.

We want to demonstrate by an example how relations can be implemented
using MDDs. We will assume that relations are given as matrices. The elements
of the matrices become the leaf or terminal nodes of the MDD after encoding
the domain and the range of the relation by a suitable set of variables. In our
example we want to use so-called L-fuzzy relations as already mentioned in the
previous section. Now consider the following Heyting algebra L:

1

c

!!!!!!
d

""""""

a

!!!!!!
b

######

!!!!!!

0

""""""

!!!!!!



From the figure above we can derive operation tables for the meet and the join
operation of the lattice L. For example, we have c % d = b, a % b = 0, a % c = a,
1 $ b = 1, and a $ b = c.

Now suppose that R and S are two L-fuzzy relations represented by the
following matrices, i.e., elements from L+:

R =

+
a b a
0 1 c

,
S =

+
a a 1
0 b d

,

Using the meet operation of the underlying lattice L we can compute the inter-
section (or meet) of R and S as:

T := R % S =

+
a 0 a
0 b b

,

In order to implement these relations using MDDs we have to encode the
corresponding matrices first as functions and then as graphs. We will adopt the
method used in the RelView system for the binary to MDDs. First we have to
encode the row and column indices by variables ranging over the lattice L. Since
L has 6 elements we need only one variable for the rows and the columns of
R and S, respectively. However, in order to obtain a totally defined function
we have to enlarge the matrices so that its size is a power of the number of
elements, i.e., the corresponding function is defined for every possible input for
each variable. We will fill the new entries with 0’s. The figure below shows R
enlarged to a proper size with its rows and columns labeled by values, i.e., by
elements of the lattice L, for the row variable u and the column variable v. In
addition, the figure shows the corresponding function fR encoding R where
stands for an arbitrary parameter not listed before:

%

))))))&

0 a b c d 1

0 a b a 0 0 0
a 0 1 c 0 0 0
b 0 0 0 0 0 0
c 0 0 0 0 0 0
d 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0

'

******(

u v fR(u, v)
0 0 a
0 a b
0 b a
a 0 0
a a 1
a b c

0

Now based on the variable ordering u < v we can produce a MDD representing fR
as shown on the left in the figure below. In addition, we present the corresponding
reduced graph on the right-hand side of the figure. Notice that we only display



the essential part of R in both graphs for brevity. The additional 0’s are skipped:
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Similarly, we construct the ROMDD for S shown below:
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In order to compute the ROMDD for T from the ROMDDs for R and S we use
an operation called apply on ROMDDs. This operation applies a function to a
leaf node of R and the corresponding leaf node of S. Corresponding leaf nodes
are determined by the same path from the root to the leaf in both graphs, i.e.,
the same spot in each matrix. The function that is applied to the leaf nodes is
given by a table as mentioned above. For example, if we follow the edges labeled
0a (in that order) in the graph for R we get to a leaf labeled with b. In the graph
of S we obtain a. The meet operation of L that is passed as parameter of apply
will give 0, the leaf node of the path 0a in the graph of T .

The operation apply can be used to implement several operations of rela-
tions on their ROMDD representation. Another version of the apply operation
applies an unary function to a each leaf node of a single ROMDD. This version
can be used to implement relation algebraic operations such as complement and
transpose. In addition to these apply operations we also use a so-called abstrac-
tion operation. This operation applies a function to all elements of an entire row
or column of a matrix. It behave similar to a fold in a functional programming
language, and it reduces the size of the matrix. For instance, if T is a n . m
matrix and we apply the abstraction operation with the abstraction variable set
to the entire set of row encoding variables, then the result of abstraction is a
row vector, that is 1.m matrix. The product of two matrices can be computed
by a combination of the apply and abstraction operations. We refer to [1, 13] for
more details on operations on MDDs.



4.1 RelMDD - A Library for Manipulating Relations based on
MDDs

The RelView system [2] implements relations in Rel using Boolean matrix repre-
sented as binary decision diagrams (BDDs) [7]. Our library RelMDD implements
arbitrary heterogeneous relation algebras using the matrix algebra approach rep-
resented by ROMDDs. RelMDD is a library written in the programming lan-
guage C. It is a package that can be imported by other programs and/or lan-
guages such as Java and Haskell when programming or manipulating arbitrary
relations. The implementation is currently restricted to the basic operations of
relation algebras, i.e., union, intersection, composition, converse, and comple-
ment. By design the package is capable of manipulating relations from both the
classes of models, standard models and non-standard models of relation alge-
bras. In our implementation MDDs were implemented using algebraic decision
diagrams [1]. By taking this approach we were able to use a well-known package
for these diagrams called CUDD [18].

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we have shown that splittings do exist in matrix algebras assuming
that the underlying algebra of the coe!cients provides this operation. This shows
once more that it is su!cient to use matrices as a representation for arbitrary
relation algebras. In addition, we have outlined an implementation of matrix
algebras using ROMDDs. This implementation combines two major advantages
over a regular array implementation of matrices. First of all, it is suitable for
arbitrary relation algebras and is not restricted to the standard model Rel.
In addition, it uses an advanced data structure that is known to work more
e!cient. The RelView system, in particular, has proven that an implementation
of relations using decision diagrams is of great benefit.

The package implements all standard operations on relations. A future project
will add further operations such as sums and splittings. The latter will then also
allow to compute relational powers and so-called weak relational products [23].
Another project will be a suitable module for the programming language Haskell
that makes the RelMDD package available in this language.
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